Anthony Bamber
Landscapes

1 Fallen Tree November H45’’ X W44’’

2 Blackthorn March/April
H43.8’’ X W44.5’’
This is a tree that I painted possibly fifty times. The Blackthorn is a tree with such a quantity
of intricate twigs and here under its sagging branches, the nettles grow protected.

3 Blackthorn
H33.25’’ X W40’’
It blossoms before the Hawthorn when other trees
are still gaunt from Winter. This is a good example of a painting having mood.

4 Sepia Blackthorn in Jack’s Bottom Field
H40’’ X W40’’
The internal “sympathies” of this painting are the alternating dark and light of the clouds, of the light and dark
of the sheep in the field, the stones and gaps of the wall and the shadowed parts of the tree. The darker sky
throws the tree into stronger contrast and the myriad twigs of a Blackthorn add to this effect. Likewise the
stippled grass of light and dark strokes, emphasize that moment of sudden and final illumination from the sun
before the approaching downpour arrives. The shadows of the trees on the grass also strengthen this sense of
last illumination.
A Blackthorn is a tree with many short thorned twigs and its representation is graphically expressed by the ink
spatter where there are innumerable spots of ink set against the white paper. Blackthorn blossom is made of
countless small flowers where a Hawthorn resembles a plentiful snowfall across the branches.
The clouds are painted as wind driven diagonals and should suggest the similar direction of the distant falling
rain. I like painting with ink – especially sepia. On the one hand you have no “help” from colour to make your
“representation”, so the marks have to be more explanatory, yet on the other hand, ink marks can have that
abstract “éclat” of manual eloquence possessed by Chinese sign writing with brush and ink: black against white.
This was a wild day in April. The Blackthorn is the first to come into bloom in the North of England. The tree
is illuminated momentarily by a brief shaft of sunlight before the arrival of the approaching deluge. The dry
stonewalls of Yorkshire are a reality that must stretch for a million miles, and are, in my opinion, superior to
any “Land Art”, because they are both beautiful, chime with the slope of the land, and they are useful.

5 Blackthorn H39.5’’ X W39’’ The sky has a calligraphic brevity to it suggesting wind.

6 Hawthorns in Flower June H37’’ X W37.25’’

7 Sycamore Tree with Stream and Sandbank
H34’’ X W39.5’’
This painting has a lot of centering diagonals.

8 Sycamore Tree and Stream 1
H36’’ X W 35.75’’
This painting of the same place is less diagonal although here
all the brush marks rise 45 degrees from left to right.

9 Sycamore Tree and Stream 2
H37.5’’ X W36’’
This is the same scene as 7 and 8. Here the sepia ink has encouraged me into a “Tachist” painting. I like sepia
ink. Ink on paper, like Chinese writing it makes such a stark mark against the white paper.
The masters of Chinese writing and the painters of Abstract art, or non-figurative Muslim art, have shown that
there is a sort of manual “eloquence” and aesthetic pleasure in pattern and “graphia”. The masters of Chinese
writing were recognised as such for that reason.
In this painting the graphic marks suggest the broken contrasts of light and shadow in the evening. The sun is
just going behind the hawthorn trees and puts the side towards us in the shadow, except that where the sun
penetrates there are specks of yellow and red. The grass is shadowed with bars of light and dark and the
dissipating clouds of evening make similarly light and dark contrasts in the sky. The paint marks are rough and
broken, and they have a “haptic” quality; that in their movement and force suggest body responses.
There was in the 20th century a branch of Abstract painting called Tacheism. This was a form of homage to the
eloquence of Chinese hieroglyphs. It is interesting that one of the things that are appreciated in Rembrandt’s
drawings are just such exciting marks that despite having this Tachist quality, are also subordinated to a task of
representation. Tachism’s exciting marks were a sort of assault on our body responses seeming to be marks of
subjective expression. The secret is that as we look, our eyes perceive the physical gesture behind the mark, and
we have an imaginary BODY response. Such metaphors of movement are also much used in music. Our body
memory participates in the implicit movement, which is something more than music’s “Allegro”, “Vivace”,
“lento”, “staccato” etc.
In this painting there is a primitive aspect. These tactile marks suggest the strong light dark contrasts of a
strong midday light sunlight and a sensation of body well being.

10 Rowan Tree Berries and Stream H31’’ X W40.5’’

11 Water Fall Summer H36’’ X W36’’ Oil on Paper

12 Fallen Tree 2
H43.75’’ X W44’’
This painting depends for its effect on the over all white paper left showing between the marks.

.

13 Fallen Tree 3
H43.8’’ X W 44’’
This is another of the same scene. I must have done 30 large paintings there.

14 Fallen Tree 4
H45" X W45”
The bony branches of the left hand rowan tree seem to echo the ripples of the water.
It’s evening with that sort of sky after sunset that seems to pulsate.

15 Wood and Stream Evening
H40’’ X W40.5’’
This is another one of those evening paintings when the colours seem so intense.

16 Fallen Tree 5 Autumn
H44’’ X W45.25’’
This is also evening. The white spaces
between the coloured marks make the whole painting vibrate.

17 Fallen Tree 6 Autumn
H43.5’’ X W44.75’’
This like 14 is after sunset where
the colours of objects seem to have drunk in the sun.

18 Fallen Tree 7 Autumn
H44.75’’ X W43.75’’
In this more than any of the others in
this series the white spaces beside the colours seem to set the painting in motion.

19 Fallen Tree 8
H43.75’’ X W44’’
This also depicts a late evening sky, possibly after a day of painting.
I always arrive at the sky last! This was another raw day at the end of autumn.

20 View Towards Stean
H39.75’’ X W40’’
This painting was done towards the end of Autumn when a few leaves still cling to branches.
There are still some yellow leaves on the trees that the wind is pulling off.

21 Fallen Tree 9
H44’’ X W45’’
Here I’ve used an acrylic ink, diluted into shades black to grey. The drawing is often “negative,”
letting the untouched white read as the “drawing.” It shows the boneyness of the winter scene and the
white ripples of the water.

22 Morning Looking Down Towards Stean
H32.5’’ X W34.5’’
The hillsides have the pale blue look of dew. And the trees have been painted sparsely so as to not
spoil the simplicity we associate with morning’s quiet sky and fields. The barn in the higher field once
more helps to indicate scale and is in itself a quiet, static image. On the opposite bank the strong blue
could stand for remaining snow rather than dew. It is this blue that unifies sky, land and stream and
that gives the blue a chance to work on us “abstractly” or “musically”!
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23 Snow Towards Stean Barn
H34.5’’ X W36’’
This is a painting that uses “negative” drawing; the white paper is painted around and these spaces are
the “drawing”. The little marks across the painting represent the dark winter twigs against the snow,
but these small marks are also used across the whole painting, standing also for darkening snow
clouds arriving.
In the sky I have left small white areas of paper unpainted. They represent both flakes of snow and
cloud, and they also echo the white snowy landscape seen between the twigs. From one point of view,
the paper is very under painted. One could imagine a much fuller representation, but the thin colour
and brush marks seem to represent that pallid light of a late winter afternoon and carry over,
indirectly, the stark twigs. The distant barn and tree declare the space.

24 Stream Winter Evening with Holly Bush
H36 X W35.5
This is another rough, “scribble” painting. The snow scene is the justification for very sparsely painted
areas of white paper, and the tonality of the painting is nearly black and white. The dots in the fields
are “sheep” or isolated flakes of falling snow. The holly bush is a welcome moment of green with a
few red berries. The sky is ominous.

25 Snowy Afternoon
H34.5 X W35
Distant rooks in the sky, and here and there flakes of snow. The painting is sparsely painted and
should convey the coldness of such a raw, late afternoon. Despite the shorthand of the marks, the sky
is, I hope “more snow coming”.

26 Winter Jewels Above the Barn H36.2’’ X W40

27 Winter Hill below Barn H36’’ X W33.25’’

28 Evening Towards Stean Barn
H37’’ X W36.5’’
This is an acrylic painting done very thinly as if it were watercolour. The nature of the clean pure sky
seems appropriate to this transparent paint with its touches of other colour seeped into the wet paint,
since such an evening sky has such a translucent tone. It’s the final time of evening when the sky has
a peculiar intensity and clarity.
To maximise the effect of simplicity, the painting has little build up of colour or brush mark but relies
on the way that you can bleed secondary colour into wet paint so that the wet transparent colours
over the white paper have a special luminescence.

29 Late Winter Sun
H35’’ X W38’’
I did 13 paintings of this winter sun going down. To paint the sun you have to look at it; or at least its
effects. The problem is how to represent the majesty of the sun with mere paint. Once again in the
painting you can see the barn that so well declares the space and the rooks in the sky. The stream runs
along the bottom, and icicles should be discernable hanging from a ledge. The childish painted rays
attempt to set up a vibration of light.

30 Winter Sun Over the Hill
H32.80 X W33.5
This is painted with very dry over-lapping brush marks. The blue distant moors are an important
anchor in this painting.

.

31 From the Wood Towards Stean 1 Summer
H34’’ X W35’’
It was a late summer afternoon with a Storm coming. This painting uses “abstract” simplifications of
colour in adjacent wedges. This is a sort of short hand. However in painting the simplifications that
we could call “abbreviations” are in fact to be seen as oblique representation that is aiming, by its
symbolic reduction, to better represent that which (what Francis Bacon calls) “mere illustration”,
might not catch. Abstract art likes to vaunt its musical qualities, but it is representation, that by
indicating the area of response in this or that experience can also play with rhetorical visual signs in an
indirect, “musical” way. Here the blocks of colour work, yes as abstract “design”, but also as oblique
representation. I wanted to somehow locate the response to “sultry afternoon sun”! That as it were
sets the mental scene and responses of a viewer.

32 From the Woods Towards Stean 2
H42’’ X W41.75’’
On that afternoon there was a very dramatic sky with a thunderstorm coming.

33 From the Woods Towards Stean 3
H34’’X W35’’
This painting is one of a series of five done in the same period; they are interesting for their
“difficulty”, with their rough scribbled paint. They surprised me into thinking about “what is
drawing”? What are the conventions of drawing that allow us to “read” a drawing, and what kind of
different drawing is there in coloured painting marks? Perhaps here it is only the rocks that have a
clearly “rock” shape to lead us to treating the bottom section as “stream”, and fill in the rest of the
picture. Perhaps to help to read the painting I should have placed the barn on the horizon.

34 Pool With Rowan Blossom Spring H32.5’’ X W38’’

35 From the Wood Towards Stean 4 H35” X W34.5”

Hawthorns Before Wood Grass Detail

36 Distant Moors With Shadows on the Fields
This is a clear sunny afternoon with lazy clouds and a light breeze. The dot painting of the
Hawthorns suggests the trees coming into blossom. In the foreground grass are the first summer
wild flowers: meadow sweet and dandelion and in the shadows, nettles. The quiet marks
communicate a steady settled feeling and the high clouds, little wind.
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Introduction to the Paintings by Anthony Bamber
One of my favourite simile/metaphors of Shakespeare is this, where typically the secondary likeness
(here April day) overwhelms the original thing (spring of love) in its powerful suggestiveness, and
bathes the “love” with the vivacity of the English April day:
How this spring of love resembles
The uncertain glory of an April day
That now shows all his beauty to the world,
And by and by, a cloud takes all away.
How many times have I tried to catch the “uncertain glory” of such an April day!
In Shakespeare, the illustrating image has a powerful eloquence that fuses as one with that which it
is illustrating. Even though in this case “spring of love” is a fine metaphor, it is then bathed in the
light of the illustrating simile: “the uncertain glory of an April day” with its fugitive clouds and
sunshine.
I’ve thought for a long while, that metaphor is a revealing term to apply to painting.

What in verbal expression is the indicated object of interest (in the metaphor, “spring of love”) is in
a painting the represented thing, while the illuminating comparison in the verbal metaphor, (“April
day” in the example), is, in a painting, made up of the marks used to denote it; and it is through
these marks, which in themselves have no meaning (unlike the words “Uncertain glory” “April day”),
that a painter hopes to orchestrate a viewer’s response. They are his metaphorical tools.
Just as we speak of “finding words to express our thoughts”, so a painter can speak of trying to
find marks that seem right: marks that are both sufficient to describe the scene and also to
incorporate feelings and response. Whereas words are already anchored by their customary
meanings and collocations, poor marks are meaningless until they troop together in a new order.
And what is it that I want the marks to contain: the pathos and effulgence of the earth. Ambitious?
Well, art, poetry and music are hard masters because your companions are some of the glorious
dead who have done it incomparably better. But all the same, their company is a privilege, even if
they do barely notice your daubs!

Tom’s Bank Sky Detail

Tom’s Bank Rain on Water Detail

37 Tom’s Bank Clouds and Rain on a River
How to capture sunlight? The sun is so bright, and paint so dull. All one has is white
paint and white paper, the “transpositions” of colour, and the force of colour
contrasts, and the employment of strong contrast of light and dark –chiaroscuro- so
loved of Constable. Besides these, there is all what you could call the “rhetoric” of
drawn and painted marks.
Tachist art has seemed an interesting side of Abstract art in the way that presentation
of strong marks simulates and provokes an imaginary somatic body response with its
marks on white paper (especially so in the work of Kline). The movement of the

marks somehow communicates a body movement. In the case of representational
painting, these strong somatic stimuli are visible in the drawings of Rembrandt and
Van Gogh.
This sunshine and shadowing cloud is a magic moment. Shakespeare’s simile shows
how readily we feel INTO such natural effects of weather. Tachist painting and
Chinese calligraphy or Van Gogh’s painted marks, show how exciting marks on paper
can be with a sort of sympathetic magic. In fact most of the justification for Abstract
art lies there, rather than on the unjustified comparisons to music.
As Constable pointed out, the sky in a painting sets the tone of the whole: it indicates
the weather, but also the emotional feel of the painting. In this painting, the dark
clouds carry rain, but the bright edges to the clouds and the blue sky indicate the rain
will only fall in short sharp showers. On the left the sun is about to go behind a cloud.
The painting is only partially illuminated by sunshine, which is suggested by the strong
contrasting yellow and dark green beneath the sun and some reflections in the water.

On the river there are some just discernable splashes of rain and rings of ripples. The
tachist mode of representation – the strong contrasting brush marks, should convey
the shadow of the approaching rain and simulate the roughness of being outside,
subject to rain and wind. All this is what Francis Bacon meant by saying that he
wanted his painting to be an assault on the nervous system.
This painting must be an unconscious homage to Constable (perhaps my favourite
painter). Such moments of imminent rain are dramatic and vivid because they excite
our body memories. The dark wet green of English summer! The sun is about to be
completely covered by a cloud and there is little sunshine in the painting. That
moment of just disappearing sun is for me such a beautiful moment – full of
movement and that “uncertain glory”. If we were allowed one memory in the grave to
cheer the gloom, for me it would be that.

38 April Day With Light Hearted Clouds
This was a lovely day in late April. Along the bottom runs a stream and the bright sun gives sharp
contrasts between the shadows of the newly budded leaves and the rocks in the stream. To get this
stark contrast, I have been brief and “abstract” with the brush marks, hoping all will be made legible
thanks to the strong representational anchorage given by the fresh clouds of April, which
communicate gladness and exuberance with their simple white shapes.
The painting is a good example of how a strong “abstraction” in a landscape painting can be read as
an oblique but effective form of representation. The strong coloured wedges are like the physically
disturbing sforzando of music. The bright and dark wedges of colour summarise and stand for the
bright contrast thrown by the overhead sunlight. Also, the large areas of simplified colour have their
own overtones of feeling that add to the painting’s light-hearted impression.

39 Pale Sunshine and a Windy Sky
A stream runs diagonally along the foot of the painting.
The wood at this time of year still shows just the palely lit trunks of the trees and in between them
the varied shadows thrown by these trunks. Between them the first strong green is the wild garlic
that is beginning to appear.
The advice that Constable took to heart from the Dutch painters was “never neglect your skies”, so
it was fitting that one day at the National Gallery I heard a French teacher noting to her young
French pupils who were sitting on the floor around the picture, “Look at the English clouds.”
This is a painting of such clouds on an April day when Spring is still struggling against the last of
Winter, with its tepid sun, picking out the pale greys of the tree trunks, and the rooks in the sky, that
seem to be enjoying the wind that is blowing them about!
The sky is boisterous and windy and the patches of blue sky have that peculiar dark intensity of such
an April day. The darker grey shadows of the clouds are echoed in the brown shadow marks
amongst the trees. The tops of the trees show against the sky that golden brown and ochre colour of
young buds, which have not yet broken into green.
The grey branches, pale in the weak sunlight, echo the grey of the clouds. Similarly, the patches of
white clouds are carried into the roughly indicated pale patches of the wood and rocks. A sky can
transmit so much energy to a painting, and in the case of what the French teacher in front of a
Constable, called “English” clouds, so much mobility and body change.

Hawthorns Before Wood Grass detail

Windy Afternoon Sky Detail

40 Hawthorns and Wind in June
This is a painting of Hawthorn trees. They come out in June and their white blossom falls across the trees like
an abundant snowfall.
The light over-all paint marks generalise and unite sunshine, clouds, and Hawthorn trees, and the clouds in
the sky are the kind that is so insubstantial that they simply distribute filtered light below them.
In the distance you can see the darker high moors.
The marks defining the sky are rough and superimposed in layers to suggest the light penetrating their thin
substance. The clouds are moving fast and it is one of those afternoons that are so bright with quick sunshine
and brief shadows across the hills.
The distant moors are a bluish mauve, while the receding fields are patched with sun and shadow and drawn
across by the dry stonewalls of Yorkshire.
Below the trees, meadow sweet, buttercups and nettles grow in the grass.

41 Looking Into the Sun: Fresh June
I like painting into the sun: goodness knows what it may have done to my eyes over the years. The
light whites a camera out, but one can capture the glare better in paint. Here, there is a stream
running from the bottom of the painting up through the middle. This is a painting of that
“Chiaroscuro” much loved by that painter of English icons, John Constable, where the bright
sunlight against dark shadows communicates lively body sensations.
On the left are tall nettles growing into the shadow of a sycamore tree. The sharp contrasts and
“sforzandi” should communicate a physical sensation of “joie de vivre”. Like a child painting, I’ve
wanted to put the sun in too. To render the effect of such strong sunlight the brush marks are
roughly contrasting in dark and light yellow and green.

36 Distant Moors With Shadows on the Fields

Powdery Clouds Grass detail

42 Powdery Clouds and Rooks
The strong wind is blowing the rooks about in the unthreatening but boisterous sky. This is a
painting of one of those days when you are helped to feel that you have not a care in the world! The
clouds are an important ingredient in generating this feeling. Somehow, the very lightness of the way
they are painted makes for the feeling of light heartedness, as do also the rooks that seem to be
enjoying being blown about the sky. The landscape painting that I want to make, works by some
sort of sympathetic magic, whereby the rhetoric of marks imitates both things and body feeling. In
this painting the flicker of marks representing the blossom and shadows in and under the hawthorn
trees and the healthy exuberance of the sky communicate the body freedom and pleasure of being
outside in sun and wind.

43 Midday Sunshine With Hawthorns
You can see from the bright edges of the clouds that it is just past midday. The Hawthorn trees
seem to echo the bright whiteness of the luminous clouds.
In this painting, the Hawthorns climb up the hill and share their white blossom with the white edges
of the clouds. The small brush marks set up a sort of vibration that mimic as best they can, the
brightness of the illuminating sun. The two shadow areas (in the clouds on the left and under the
middle Hawthorn), endow, by contrast, additional brightness and sunshine to the white areas. As
Constable paintings show, these shadow areas are strong locations of feeling, maybe anticipating
that disappointing moment when “by and by, a cloud takes all away.”
Aesthetically, the painting achieves an integrated harmony between sky’s bright midday clouds and
the blossomed trees, by letting them become more like each other, and thus to imitate that moment
that we remember when a sudden bright illumination from the sun presents the whole scene as
ONE. Such a beautiful moment is experienced as a single illumination of the whole scene.

Old Blackthorn Sky Detail

Old Blackthorn April Detail

44 Slanting Blackthorn Tree April
This painting of a Blackthorn is a good example of the emotion that a landscape painting can express. There
is something melancholy about the painting or maybe something meditative. There seems very little wind.
The pulled out diagonal clouds mimic the slant of the tree and the wall in the right hand field and the small
hawthorns on the left horizon. There are 2 birds perched in the tree, a blackbird and a small bird, and these
once noticed seem to add to the quiet melancholy. Under the tree the new nettles have begun to grow. The
line of the hill on the left falls into a counter diagonal to that of the clouds and the main branches, while the
higher branches also tend to follow the hill’s downward diagonal. Perhaps this downward movement is
another reason for the vaguely melancholy feeling of the painting. There is also the fact that the extreme
downward position of the tree indicates a fight against its eventual collapse.
I’ve painted it for 30 years and here it is in its last seasons. It is a Blackthorn with only the odd branch still
putting out blossom. To me, there seems no point in painting landscape unless you can summon up mood
and feeling. Abstract painting seems such a dull soulless “aesthetic/decorative” business compared to these
dry twigs of a particular tree and the nettles still growing greedily beneath it. The clouds here are calm and
stretched out. This painting has no boisterous élan. It is quiet and meditative.

45 Spring Evening Stream Into the Sun Moors With Barn
This is another painting into the sun. The stream runs along the bottom and reflects the blue patches of the
sky. You can’t paint the sun but sometimes as with children, a hieroglyph seems better than nothing. Here
the orange shapes stand for the glare and the red in the trees increases the effect of the dark light of the semihidden sun. There are also brush marks of dragged dry white to simulate light streaming between the leaves. I
like to include the barn in this scene as it is so typical of the Yorkshire Dales and gives an idea of distance and
space. The harmless clouds are perhaps typical of evening after a day of showers.
The leaves of the middle trees have gaps that let through the lighter colour of the field behind and the sun
illumination. A representational painting has always its formal “abstract” eloquence; that is, it appeals to our
body imagination described for the next painting, it appeals to our liking for harmony, regularity and to what
we could call the “rhetoric” of marks or drawing on paper. As representation, it must also convince us that
that particular rhetoric has been successful in giving us a particular likeness – amongst the thousands that
could be made.
So at this time of day, it is the strong contrast thrown by the sun that is most striking. The light from the sky
and the white hawthorn blossom can be seen to slant in a zigzag down into the grass. These webs of white
spread the light in a sort of simile of that which is invisible.
Strong dark and light effects have a strong stimulus to our body memory, so the painting wants to present an
image that suggests the strong body response that such an evening has on us. The clouds and shadows and
the sun itself represented by an orange squiggle are haptic and aggressive.
On such an evening the clouds are breaking up and in some way with the sun slightly covered by them, the
light and dark of the clouds echoes and harmonises the light upon the stream and trees. In its representation,
a feeling of brisk health should be communicated to remind us of the brilliance of such a joyful evening and
its effulgent light.

Evening Sun Glares Detail

Evening Shadow Detail

46 Hawthorns in an Evening Sun
This is also a painting done into the sun, with the usual problem of giving the effect without losing enough
definition, since in reality one can see very little. With the strong sun just above the hawthorn trees, you can
no longer see the white of the blossom, but in this dark area, seen against the light, there are little flecks of
seeming crimson and orange (complementary colours) which serve to suggest the light filtering between the
leaves. On the ground, there are the long shadows of evening, with pricks of bright yellow sunlight dappling
the grass and nettles on the right.
The clouds are broken and torn, as is typical at the end of a day that has quite possibly been rainy. Such end
of the day sunshine always seems especially sumptuous when there has been rain.
This painting of sun sets an interesting problem - somehow the painter has to invent lies to resemble the
truth and in so doing comes across all sorts of interesting “abstractions”. These dark wet brilliant greens are
typical of English summer!

Evening Sunset Detail

Evening Shadows on Grass

47 Hawthorns Before Wood Evening
With the sun in front of you it is in reality hard to see anything, so you make a compromise and by
broken brush marks suggest the dissolution worked on the objects by the strong light and the way
the sunlight streams through gaps, or casts shadows.

Spring Sky Detail

Shadows on Grass Detail

48 Hawthorns Spring Afternoon
This is a painting of early afternoon. The sun is shining down through the clouds that are frequent and thin,
the distant moors are speckled with sun and shadows and the alternating shadows under the hawthorns echo
the broken clouds. In the left bottom you can see the rounded shape of meadow sweet, and the bright yellow
of the dandelions. The sky sets the tone of the painting – its breeze and varying sunlight. There is light across
the whole sky as the afternoon sun strikes through the thin reflective clouds. This is a typical afternoon sky. I
have used brief, summary brown grey perpendicular brush strokes in short downward movements for the
clouds, to create a vibrating effect against the yellow white spaces. This sets in motion a sort of visual
vibration, which suggests that very bright cheerful afternoon light. Then too, the abbreviated downward
movements of hand and brush for the clouds and the light penetrating them, should stimulate strong, out of
door, weather memories.
There’s a brisk wind and the crows are enjoying the middle air. On the ground white meadow sweet and
bright yellow dandelions grow, and in the shadows on the left, there are nettles under the hawthorn. As you
can see I have kept all over gaps of white paper to increase the brilliance that pertains to such an afternoon.

An Interview with Anthony Bamber
Did you start painting at school?
Yes, and at 14 the art teacher seeing I was “good at art” suggested I go outside and paint.
You’ve earned a living variously, but do you think of yourself as an artist?
I’ve done too little. Like most people I can say I’ve had some marvelous children but I’ve also been lucky
enough to paint some responses to this strange world that we live in. It has been something that mattered
enough to keep me doing it, although is has had no “reward”, it has been rewarding. After all, the world is a
beautiful place.
Why is landscape so particularly important to you?
Partly through a rather solitary childhood, that was passed in beautiful places. The world and nature are so
vast and beautiful and maybe the paintings convey a little of that.
Do you think of a painting as an expression of feeling?
For me a painting is a sort of machine that others must be able to drive in order to arrive at more or less
those thoughts, responses that I not necessarily had, but which I want the painting to make arise. As you
paint though, you are not quite sure what you mean until you see it becoming.

In speaking about representation, you use the word “oblique”. Why is it useful?
A good explanation of what I mean by oblique, is either all Picasso’s work or a remark by Bacon on once
trying to make an image of a wave that was not merely what he called “illustration” (something he accused
Graham Sutherland of). He wanted the image to come off the “nervous system”. He wanted his wave to be
final WAVE. This search for freshness is common to all the arts.
There is this fine thought in a Shakespeare sonnet:
Why is my verse so barren of new pride,
So far from variation and quick change?
Why with the time do I not glance aside,
To new found methods and to compounds strange?
Why write I still all one, ever the same
And keep invention in a noted weed,
What is style? The paintings seem very various.
What is style? I’ve no idea really. You start painting at 14, and stumble from one painting to another, feeling
your way from one indirection to another. And no doubt forming habits and preferences and in some vague
way, constructing a “vision” which in an earlier reply I called a “machine” which you hope will convey others
to a vaguely intended “place” of thought and feeling.

Picasso, always brief and intelligent about painting once called a painting “a sum of a million destructions.” A
kind of trial and error within a million possibilities. The tension in painting is that you are on the look out for
the right marks, and you’re not quite sure what they will be!

Style is a slippery word that I don’t much like. You remember how they accused Picasso of being
eclectic and using styles promiscuously? It’s just that certain sorts of mark make certain sorts of
effect. Well, for me painting is just a sort of stumbling progression hunting for what seems
“adequate. ”
Cezanne, at the end of his life wrote tentatively in a letter to Emile Bernard “Time and
reflection….modify little by little our vision, and at last comprehension comes to us” There is
nothing exact about painting: it is a continually retreating goal.
Not only has a painter never finished, he’s hardly begun.
How does a painting start?
One painting leads to another. Each one gives you a possible idea for another – after all we never
get it right. Each painting comes through as a surprise, however much you have vaguely anticipated
it “for such a time of day or weather”. Every mark makes it another potential painting. So Picasso
got his poor artist wife Francoise Gillot to do a second copy painting from his, up to a certain cross
roads where he had gone the “other way”.
The way one painting leads to another is the reason why you can’t just take it up on odd days.

40 years ago you gave up trying to sell your paintings and earned money in various other ways. Do
you regret that?
Well, it would have been nice to have found a gallery, but where are they? I just hated carting
paintings about to no avail and to being treated like an insistent carpet salesman, and then besides,
what is art nowadays? Look at the Turner prize: Bricks, an unmade bed, a Transvestite “witness” etc.
Galleries fall over themselves to find some new fad to be sold with the aid of cod philosophy.
Who cares about landscape that isn’t chocolate box yet recognisable? Typical for me is the way
experts like the details of my paintings but quickly ignore the whole. They are at ease with the pseudo
“difficulty” of abstract art, which the details resemble in some way.
When I biked from The Artic Circle to Sicily in the winter with a tent, I just painted a 27 x 20 inch
painting each day. I should have made it into an “installation” with a fancy pretentious title, or taken
photographs of my tyre marks!
Was there any compensation for just painting for your self?
Everyone says helpfully, “ you really should paint smaller”. I could ignore the advice: actually I’d like
to paint bigger paintings.
What would you most like people to find in your paintings?
I would like to put them up all together; bus friends there, and hope that people found them eloquent
with their remembered things, places, and feelings.

Who might you say have been the most inspirational artists or people for you?
Although it doesn’t fit my jumbled case I have always liked a remark I read in a letter of van Gogh to
his brother, “I have painted as an act of gratitude for having walked this earth for 30 years”. That is
touching and explains why we all love Van Gogh; we sense it.
Painting is really a sort of endless conversation with past paintings – not artists, since who knows
what they were like. It is also an endless conversation with one’s own past painting. You just carry on
along that little track that is yours.
Thought in painting is an extremely amorphous thing! It works more with a multitude of transparent
overlaid memories and past intentions. The artist I love most is Constable. There is such freshness,
health, and energy, and above all love in his paintings.
Once a friend saw me taking a photo of one amateur’s small painting in an Agricultural show and said
with surprise: “why that painting”? I replied, “Because it is poetic”.
A painting has to DO something. Take you somewhere. Hold more than the view.

Painting Landscape
Why landscape painting? It commemorates what so conditions our lives: weather, its clouds and
rain, the rise and fall of seasons, the rising and setting of the sun, all those things that we find easy to
read as images of time mutability. We find nature and all the fugitive effects of day and season
beautiful. The best landscape photos are those that have caught the most “emotional” effects of light
or season. I think landscape painting is deeply metaphorical and in a more oblique way is effecting the
merging and mutual echo of this metaphor of Shakespeare.
“How this spring of love resembles the uncertain glory of an April day that now shows all his beauty
to the world, and by and by, a cloud takes all away.”
Here there is both the fugitive English April day and the symbolic extension to it.
Constable’s paintings to mind.

It brings

How relaxing! The act of painting outside is interestingly banal. Some ask you: “painting must be
very relaxing”. Well no. For a start, you are very busy and the constant change of focus and view from
scene to painting to palette is very tiring. Then besides there is the constant foggy worry that the
painting is about to slide off the edge of the cliff because of one’s continual uncertainty as to where
one is going! The activity is full of hairpin bends, and as with a driver on such a road, that keeps the
adrenalin flowing. Painting is an anxious business and you are driving by the seat of your pants.

What are you looking for? One tends to paint from painting to painting, as if across stepping stones, and
maybe one day’s painting suggests another time of day in which to retry to “get” or capture that picture that
you have tantalisingly seen coming and going amorphously out of both the raw material of the scene and the
intentional pictorial effects in your mind. So one’s preferred painting scenes are like traps that you might visit
from time to time to see if they have caught game. You try and anticipate what this or that scene might render
up as an effective painting in certain weather and season, or time of day, and though this seems like a pre
conception ready to take shape, you are constantly surprised, once you start painting, by what happens willy
nilly, despite the initial vague plan which gets changed into something quite other during the course of the
endless process of adjustments, as one goes from mark to mark. So in this general chaos, you have to be alert
if you are not to lose paintings as you go; either through lack of the right concentration or by reason of a too
inflexible prior “intention”. So as you paint, you are on the look out for the emergence of something “like”.
A painting is a machine, if one excuses the expression: a machine that has to be constructed in order that
certain thoughts or feelings may be provoked in others, but also it’s a machine, whose eventual function you
are still unsure about. Often such an effective machine gets constructed because as you paint you start to see
what you want the image to include; you take advantage as it were of what Picasso called the million
destructions and thus possibilities that occur in the course of painting; and then of course, it may rain or in
winter your hands and feet get cold and water even freezes on the brush or paper. All this is why painting
outside is certainly not relaxing.
Finding a language. Through that continual process of trying to make an image that you find, if not finally
convincing, at least less unconvincing, a painter builds up what some call a style but is much more an identity.
It’s sometimes called a vision, and but for the fact that one may not be worthy to use the word, its

double sense of vision (seeing) and vision (seeing into) is useful. As one paints from picture to picture, one
builds a pictorial language which, in a stuttering way, slowly edges us towards what seems to less inadequately
say something: we are not sure what, but certainly there are paintings where we are certain that “it” has eluded
us. Some are eloquent and poetic and some are dumb. “Vision” is a word that stands for this double seeing,
where “style” seems more a matter of tricks and performance.
Trying to find visionary marks. There is a charming Chinese tale of a painter who invited his friends to
view a new painting. After standing, absorbed in their looking, they turned to the painter, to find he had
disappeared. They noticed a movement in the painting. It was the artist, walking along a track and they saw
him disappearing into a wood. The artist had disappeared into his own painting: the world he had created. We
only have to think of Van Gogh or Constable to see the fittingness of the story. Van Gogh is so present to us
in his paintings. Likewise, the big clouds of Constable’s paintings, and his proto impressionist dabs of colour,
are so suggestive of the fugitive light effects of English summer, but they are also part of that elegiac quality
that his paintings exhale. Van Gogh, Constable or Picasso invented, not so much a style, as a vision of the
world that without them we would not have.
So even a modest Sunday painter wishes to make an image that is in some way or other poetic, an image that
is worth the trouble of making. It’s a representation, but also a symbolism of something more, just as in this
metaphor of Shakespeare’s, a painting both represents the thing but also yokes it to a symbolic meaning.
Paintings; are a very particular form of metaphor. Constable’s paintings are both Suffolk and an indefinable
elegiac something. It’s just such a combination of portraying a real natural effect with a parallel emotional
charge that a painting’s mark-metaphors toil towards. But the feelings and thoughts are not personal: they are
not the painter’s. The painting has this poetic undertow. What we might call the painter’s style is just this

stumbling progress towards winnowing out a poetic vision; so the painter can say; “yes, that’s it”, where “it” is
not the artist’s feelings but what it is hoped that the painting will exude, as flowers do scent.
Visionary representation. What makes representational painting interesting (whatever the form of that
representation) in contrast to “Abstract” art, is that the marks have a double role: of portraying something
known and of giving more by means of the rhetoric of aesthetic effects available: rhythm, pattern, light-dark
contrast, abbreviation, elision, emphasis, amalgamation, simplification, exaggeration, transposition, and all the
tactile, sensual effects of water colour’s suffusions of colour in water or oil paints smoothness or impasto.
And all these devices must still adequately represent while creating those oblique effects that make a painting
interesting and poetic.
The cul de sac of “Abstract” art’s non-abstractions. All of the marks that a representational painter uses
(however oblique a form of representation) are abstractions- perforce, since marks only “stand for” real things.
What I called above, the rhetoric of painting is made up of “abstractions” that the painter uses to represent
things (a cloud, a gate, a branch) and also to convey thought and feeling. In this way, the abstractions can be
read and given meaning, unlike those of “Abstract” art, where marks are as they say “pure abstract,” they are
merely “marks”, or at most, have very vague connotations... So then, all these rhetorical devices of
representational painting that I listed above are servants of communication and adequate representation, and
in my view what was extraordinary in 20th century art was the enormous extension of the grammar and
vocabulary of representation. Imagination must first be provoked into motion: so thus; “at night imagining
some fear, how easily is a bush supposed a bear”. So in a similar fashion, the magic of representation lies in
just how much meaning imagination crams into oblique signs and also reads into their very obliquity.

Painting can’t be Music. The endless justifying analogy to music, made on behalf of Abstract Art doesn’t
convince. Music is sequential and exploits relationships of key, all in a sequential order chosen by the
composer. The composer twists this sequence of melody and harmony and rhythm in order to infiltrate
feelings and thoughts on a listener. The chaos of an abstract painting, and the haphazard way we scan
paintings, in the end prohibits any similarity to forms of musical communication.
Here, from a Tate gallery leaflet is a small extract on one of Francis Bacon’s painting series of “Homage to
Van Gogh on the road to Taracon”. “The figure of Van Gogh seems both tired with his shadow, and to be
trailing fragments of it”. That powerful response issues from Bacon’s harsh and brutal “abstractions” which
thus become oblique and deep forms of representation. That is the magic of representation; whether of Van
Gogh’s trudging figure under the mid day sun, or “the uncertain glory of an April day”.

Anthony Bamber 2011

A Painting of Spring and its Sparkling Breeze Blown Freshness
How can one catch that?
To paint a scene with some sort of semblance is one thing but to catch that deep psychological
involvement, that body identification with the liveliness of the scene; that is something more
difficult.
I suppose for years, my painting has been about that. Looking for an adequate correlative for that
sort of body/ visceral identification with what is out there. I like this description from
Wordsworth's Prelude (books 1 and 2 maybe the best) of his memory of childhood skating. It has a
sort of Giordano Bruno / Budhhist animism that conveys that all-is-one:

And in the frosty season, when the sun
Was set, and visible for many a mile
The cottage windows blazed through twilight gloom,
I heeded not their summons: happy time
It was indeed for all of us--for me
It was a time of rapture! Clear and loud
The village clock tolled six, I wheeled about,
Proud and exulting like an un-tired horse
That cares not for his home. All shod with steel,
We hissed along the polished ice in games
Confederate, imitative of the chase
And woodland pleasures, the resounding horn,
The pack loud chiming, and the hunted hare
So through the darkness and the cold we flew,
And not a voice was idle; with the din
Smitten, the precipices rang aloud;
The leafless trees and every icy crag
Tinkled like iron; while far distant hills
Into the tumult sent an alien sound
Of melancholy not unnoticed, while the stars
Eastward were sparkling clear, and in the west
The orange sky of evening died away.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
When I started painting outside, I was about fifteen, I used oil paints, and I would take a light easel. Sometime after the
age of twenty, somebody observed that I used oil paint a bit like watercolours and that I should try them to see if they
suited me. I liked the medium and then ten years or so later, I followed the example of a friend, and began to use
acrylics. Although they have much more body, and can be built up like oil paints, so that it’s sometimes difficult to
immediately distinguish oil colour from acrylic, they can also have the brilliant translucence of watercolour. They also
have a greater intensity of colour (number 28 is a good example of both the water colour look of the painting and its
acrylic intensity).
The particular advantage of watercolour and acrylic is that they can be painted on paper and so all my accumulated
paintings don’t take up the space canvases would. Also a not unimportant advantage is that you have at your disposal a
whole arsenal of different paper qualities, which you choose according to the weather and conditions! You feel that
“today” and with that place in mind, combined with that vague idea for a painting, that THIS paper will be right! I tape
the paper to a large slab of polystyrene so that is very easy to carry – being careful of the wind off the moors. Since I
use a lot of water, the paper has to remain flat which means remaining in an uncomfortable sitting position for a long
time, with the board on your knee. I have resisted the temptation of a little fisherman’s chair, which doesn’t seem
“right”.
Painting outside, the day or weather changes, or morning becomes evening, or the painting disappoints as not becoming
what it first promised it might become; so you take an unfinished painting home. Until a few years ago I had let these
accumulated paintings wait for suitable conditions in which to finish them. Finishing paintings inside seemed a different
sort of activity: mere “art”, as it were. Now I have found a way to finish them coherently. Whereas outside, I just carry
on without interruption until I’ve “finished”, I’ve discovered a way of finishing indoors which seems to connect to the
original. I put the painting in a frame (to better focus and enclose it) and then make written notes, there can be as many
as 3-4 pages. I then carry out these “instructions” and may repeat this process of note taking several times. This seems to
allow the painting to be finished in the spirit of its outdoor phase. Painting outside never seems to be just painting, as
does “studio” art. Painting outside has something shamanistic about it – you are trying to catch something intangible yet
made up of stones, trees and clouds; though in the end, all you will ever take home is just a painting….and yet!? …
“tomorrow I shall….”.
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Back Cover 35 From the Wood Towards Stean 4 H35” X W34.5” This has that special light of the midday overhead sun. There is very
little movement in the water and the clouds are those slow lazy ones of summer. The reflected cloud helps immobilise the moment.
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